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Introduction

Tupper’s Self-Referential formula:
jyk
k
1 j
< mod(
2−17bxc− mod (byc,17) , 2)
2
17
is special because, at a certain distance up the y-axis, it plots itself. This
works because the equation tells you which (x, y) coordinates are colored in and
which are not. Therefore, between a certain k and k+17 on the y-axis and
between 0 and 106 on the x-axis, the plot of the formula is itself. However, the
key is the value of k, which is
k=4858450636189713423582095962494202044581400587983244549483093085061934
7047088099284506447698655243648499972470249151191104116057391774078569
1975432657185544205721044573588368182982375413963433822519945219165128
4348332905131193199953502413758765239264874613394906870130562295813219
4811136853395355652908500238750928568926945559742815463865107300491067
2305893358605254409666435126534936364395712556569593681518433485760526
6940161251266951421550539554519153785457525756590740540157929001765967
965480064427829131488548259914721248506352686630476300.
If you plot the equation and look at it between a height of k and k + 17 up
the y-axis, it gives the plot of the equation (Figure 1):

Figure 1: Tupper’s Self-Referential Formula
However, Tupper’s Self-Referential formula not only plots itself, it plots every
106 × 17 grid of white and black pixels. Therefore, we can find the value of k
for anything that will fit in this size plot.
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For example, when
k=1445202489708975828479425373371945674812777822151507024797188139685490
8873568298734888825132090576643817888323197692344001666776474924212512
8995265907053708020473915320841631792025549005418004768657201699730466
3833949016013743197155209961811452497819450190683595005106578043256408
0119786755686314228025969420625409608166564241736740394638417077453742
7319606443899923010379398938675025786929455234476319291860957618345432
2480049217280333494198162067498544720381939397385138489604767597826733
13437697051994580681869819330446336774047268864
the plot is (Figure 2):

Figure 2: PacMan
When
k=2352035939949658122140829649197960929306974813625028263292934781954073
5954955446141406484573424615648873252234556208042047960114349551110223
7660163585321047663331899199046219268799910930820947231541971365223818
5967518731354596984676698288025582563654632501009155760415054499960
the plot is (Figure 3):

Figure 3: Euler’s Identity

1.1

Calculating k

To figure out the k at which these, or any other 106 × 17 grid, occur you start
at the top righthand corner and work your way down the columns and to the
left, through each pixel. If you want there to be a black pixel, you write a 1
and if you want a white pixel you write a 0. At the end you will have a 1,802
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(106×17 = 1802) digit long binary number. Then put that number into base 10.
Every 0 or 1 in the binary number corresponds to a power of two. The first digit
corresponds to 20 , the second 21 , then 22 , and so on. Multiply each power of two
with its corresponding 0 or 1 and then add up each product to convert to base
10. For example 1011 = (1×20 )+(1×21 )+(0×22 )+(1×23 ) = 1+2+0+8 = 11.
Then multiply the number in base 10 by 17, and you will get the k-value where
the plot appears.
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Project

Using Tupper’s Self-Referential Formula, my main project was to write a program that would be able to find the position where the equation plots any
three-line phrase in the 106 × 17 plot on command.

2.1

Letters

First, I wrote formulas for each lowercased letter, each capital letter, a space, a
hashtag, an exclamation point, a heart, and a smiley face.
The binary number for each character is either 15 digits long or 25 digits
long, depending on whether the character fits in a 3 × 5 area or a 5 × 5 area.
For example, the binary number for the letter a is 11101 10101 11111 in a 3 × 5
area.
Each column translates to a sum such as
(1 · 20 + 1 · 21 + 1 · 22 + 1 · 23 + 1 · 24 )
if every pixel is black or
(0 · 20 + 0 · 21 + 0 · 22 + 0 · 23 + 0 · 24 )
if every pixel is white.
The same is done for every column in the 3 × 5 or 5 × 5 area, however each
sum gets multiplied by 217i , where i is the number of columns it gets moved to
the left.
For example, the formula for the lowercased a is:
f["a"] = 17*((1 + 2 + 4 + 16) + (1 + 4 + 16)*2^{17} + (1 + 2 + 4 + 8 + 16) 2^{34})

2.2

Speller

In order to combine letters to write a word, sum the characters, allowing 5
spaces per character, to get the formula:
Length(w)

X

217·5(k−1) f (w(k))

k=1

Then, use this sum to create a function that will spell anything by just defining
the word.
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Speller[word_] := Module[{w = Characters[word]},
Sum[2^(17*5*(k - 1))*f[w[[k]]], {k, 1, Length[w]}]]
Now, I can write any word in the function and it will calculate the k-value for
that word. Then, I created a function that will plot any k, called tupperPlotter.
Therefore, the command tupperPlotter[Speller[“word”]] will plot the word. For
example, tupperPlotter[Speller[“celebrate”]] will plot (Figure 4):

Figure 4: tupperPlotter[Speller[“celebrate”]]

2.3

Writing Multiple Lines

In order to write multiple lines, I changed the formula for Speller to add 6 if the
length of the sentence is more than 21 characters long (since we are allowing 5
spaces per character and 21 × 5 = 105). The sum 217i+j will move any character
up j spaces, therefore, if j = 6 it would move the characters up to the second
line. If the length of the sentence is more than 42 characters, it will add 12 to
move them up 12 rows. Therefore, the new sum is
Sum[2^{17*5*(k - 1) + 12}*f[w[[k]]], {k, 1, Min[21, Length[w]]}] +
If[Length[w] > 21,
Sum[2^{17*5*(k - 22) + 6}*f[w[[k]]], {k, 22, Min[42, Length[w]]}],
0] +
If[Length[w] > 42,
Sum[2^{17*5*(k - 43)}*f[w[[k]]], {k, 43, Length[w]}], 0]].
Now, using tupperPlotter[Speller[“sentence”]] with this new sum, it will plot
any sentence that is 63 characters or less. However, to make it even nicer, I
added Speller into the definition of tupperPlotter, therefore, you can simply
define the word and tupperPlotter[word] will plot it. For example, if you define
word= “With this new sum thefunction can plot anysentence you want! :”, then
tupperPlotter[word] plots (Figure 5):
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Repeating the Formula

I also looked at whether there was a reason the formula is plotted in a 106 × 17
area, and what would happen if I expanded the width. I found that the formula
will plot for any distance on the x-axis. I also looked into finding a value of k
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Figure 5: word=“With this new sum thefunction can plot anysentence you want!
:”
that would plot the formula twice, horizontally, in a 212 × 17 area. I found that
the k-value that would achieve this is
k=1388513098389277145707156049479575386760461385315332993588043159939753
6165913984571317936193177670012322316137866930002556337933968807951480
2698304927321626390833789611301213922501562683322248725909159227288718
6842432287909674020459408169786124569189714356431144962112402464147479
7847223246759394504949391213201084048626206631183936855773280754111507
3844157003896492631176596431536946216166200225916054843424799782812821
5842381227164170132941193651174539523139419726824050017539112629988540
7176127927898616219211890107119784328614332907337716845878197446472010
4313037984376940226125670906681995650168864213730290964621763400877398
5010783203258988850265442540587577714108926943951465186681150925170407
7197803323577302355330142622794638544010613289015689946657333585544427
8302898168922885841008393360063576162563960974549230420337851605538327
7630091873080363093378493365338428243166936291206563384418464588758751
5472103174437014842286619065313882557417919886346218535975348936841957
7783027131860984564346040067422199325143697418205669612265176154385034
5991538639431184988693279898319231500.
That plot is shown in (Figure 6):

Figure 6: The formula is repeated
This also means that to repeat the formula, the original k-value is simply
multiplied by 217×106 + 1 to make the formula repeat again.
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Common Mistake

Many people reference Tupper’s formula incorrectly because in computer science positive y often goes downwards, however in mathematics positive y goes
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upwards. Therefore, the k-value that most people say works for self-referencing
is actually incorrect. The value of k that is given in most websites is
k=9609393799189588849716729621278527547150043396601293066515055192717028
0239526642468964284217435071812126715378277062335599323728087414430789
1325963941337723487857735749823926629715517173716995165232890538221612
4032388558661840132355851360488286933379024914542292886670810961844960
9170518345406782773155170540538162738096760256562501698148208341878316
3849115590225610003652351370343874461848378737238198224849863465033159
4100549747005931383392264972494617515457283667023697454610146559979337
98537483143786841806593422227898388722980000748404719. When the incorrect k-value is used the plot looks like (Figure 7):

Figure 7: The incorrect k-value
Therefore, we had to correct the grapher we were using to plot the formula,
and had to find the correct k. I also had to correct the formulas for each of the
characters for this corrected version.
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